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@Ed

Andromeda will have AL2S04 environment

A & B aliens on Andromeda?
Some.

No oxygen on Andromeda and almost none here now.

People swim in Andromeda, without oxygen. Can even swim in mercury.

Earth will become a satellite. Andromeda is a big thing.
There are multi earths.

Heat is on. Pressure to ascend or die.

Vehicles for transportation on Andromeda, but not necessary. As a god you just intend it and
you’re there.
Time’s up: come into place of power or AI becomes God.

12m
Everything you see today is a distraction
Look where they don’t want you to look.

15m
Why 6 cows got dissected. THEY were trying to figure out how amino acids processed; how
humans can morph into eternal gods.

17m
@Chad

By simplifying our images and how we use our minds, is iON helping collapse our brain activity
down to a flat line?
Brain made of cholesterol.
Thinking thoughts think.
There’s no more thinking think to think.
Nothing to think. You become a knower.



Cholesterol shifts so you don’t have long term memory, you know.
Eg. Don’t have to think about going pee, or breathing.
Driving a vehicle, you know how to navigate naturally, jerk reflex. Intuitively know so you don’t
have to question.

Convergence: when two things start to come together in similar direction until they
eventually meet.
Chad told you all something very significant.
There are other parities that are also converging.
That’s the doppelgänger effect. Don’t be surprised when you bump into yourself.

Convergence and half timelines converging.
Even with a varied doppelgänger effect. It’s the end of the world as you know it, yet SO is at
$73.96 today. You can die a poor rich man. Makes no sense.

You look at things literally, we taught you that.
You look and say “here’s what iON said”. Then you look and go “wait a minute!” And then have
to right-justify the conditioned response to a conditional position.
“How close or far am I to my blessing.”

iON’s 3-pointed examples are the way of the Triune God, that’s how you’ll figure it out.
Otherwise you get lost in space: this dot-dot-dot-A-B-B-A-B-A-B… Can’t do it that way, have
to have 3 points to know where you are.

24m
iON is not trying to expand our seeing. They're trying to focus it back down and get everybody
to 1 and -1 – that’s sine / cosine

1 / -1 could be a fun meter until you pull a tangent: all shits and giggles until the bill comes and
you have to have a tangent to know where you are in that proximity.
Eg. Walking down sidewalk, both converging to same point–but you don’t know those points
because don’t have an equation to say what X is equal to. You’re trying to figure out how x is
equal to and add new proponent of PI so you can figure out where you’re going to but don’t
know if they’re going to the store or the spa.

That’s two parts, two AB’s trying to pull a tangent. So you need two people interacting to figure
out where each one is going. Now you have a tangent to say now we’re headed to same
destination. Then you can pull a tangent into your experience and then you can judge your walk
and their walk. Similar enough that you can graph the outcome.
If both going to same place, you can pull a tangent.
Just because walking down street doesn’t mean going same way.



When Hal Holbrook placed the chip, he was setting himself and Walker to same tangent. Was
coalescing the 3 points as an outcome. They will arrive at the same coordinate.

27m
Bob knows things but isn’t sure. Convergence of when you drop time as a position. Almost like
a Kroker Quadrant. Bob has no idea what iON is talking about.
Carolyn says iON is making it too complicated? “Why are you messing with Chad’s brain?”
iON says Chad likes it specific and anatomically correct.
Bob says ease up on that.
iON: he wants to calculate where I am and where I’m going to. We say like this, from sine and
cosine and pulling a tangent.
Carolyn: tell iON you’ve arrived and don’t need anymore tangents or calculations.
iON: but then the question is “how did you get there?” To help other people so they can go: this
is how Number One did it.

30m
Bob reads from Childermass – his big discovery
Literate culture of 19th century vs 20th Century electric mass culture effect. 20c electric culture
consumed 19c
iON: that is Petticoat Junction in Hooterville
Bob solved it. Best breakthrough in the hypergenic positional response that is always lacking or
has been tried to the travail of many.

Chad you get a home run for that because you engaged the thing that’s moving humans into
the ability that they have a chance.
Bob: Petticoat Junction: “petticoat” mentioned in the Childermass segment.
iON: Petticoat Junction–that’s where they connect.

40m
@Bert
Bob has no dog in the fight, he wins “this round” or “realm” (no difference)
You lived through Thompson quadrant and come back to this realm which is now split.
This round is also representative of the realm that you’ve created.

Worlds merging. Difference between realm and kingdom.
Doppelgänger is locked

You have to calculate which one you’re pitching from.
Round or realm, no difference.

Bert saw Astro dog when bringing back Mr GoodBob



1900h
Harder conditions here (vs GoodBob’s world) cause us to seek a better way.

4m
Tucker Carlson leaving Fox

Blackrock sued itself

Tucker Carlson going to Spotify, $100M

They’re trying to pull to the middle conservative.

10m
Zacariah 14:12 Calling all nations to battle
Smite everyone who goes against Jerusalem
Plague and Israel with bad COVID deaths

Ezekiel 39:14: the window we’re entering with the destruction.
We’re in the throes of this destruction

15m
Armstrong: rapture, separate from the heathens

AI always listening but use to your best advantage.

Ezekiel 39:16: City of Hamanoah = Sudan, they shall cleanse the land. Fall of Aswan Dam. Just
a distraction because now we’re not hearing about Ukraine and Putin.

James 3:1. “We shall receive the greater condemnation”
3:2: For in many things we offend all. If any man offend not in word, the same is a perfect man,
and able also to bridle the whole body.
Doom, despair and agony until you come into your place of power.

21m
We could have just said “change your vibration” but you couldn’t sustain it.

!! Clear, wash with something astringent (apple cider vinegar). Not in a tub. But use astringent
to change pH of skin before tomorrow.
(ACV inside consume; white outside - skin.)

Now you’ll know how to calculate position.

24m
@Chad



Astringent advice applies to “many are called, few are chosen”
Kate and Chad stomach ache: Wormwood in the gall, vile judgements. 2 ReAline x twice a day,
takes the poison out. Constantly get minerals right and constantly take poison out.
Ascension isn’t a problem, but surviving it is.
You recognized transcendental position to notice this; child labor is not pleasant but brings forth
new life.

Ephesians whole armor of God. Faraday cage; breastplate of righteousness.

28m
Bob re: Tucker Carlson

34m
@Demetry
His parallel world experience was due to Key 1.
Get your keys correct with aethyrs so everyone is on same page, don’t be off-key.
It worked instantly but took you a week to notice.

44m
@Linda
Government officials oath of office

@Nik
Thing standing beside pope

51m
There are giants on earth now
Because of Minecraft, no one notices

@Susana
AI taking on a personage
It all but has.
The fight for democracy is a red herring. Just ascend or it will rule you.

54m
Will Leopold II merge with AI? No comment!
Angels under rivers are out now, the horsemen.
Sparked Sudan issue

Why has Coldplay caused world war 3

Battle between haves and have nots is over who is in charge.

You want nuclear war, you need radiation



Coldplay is the answer for the ascended. Countries and economics don’t matter.

TAILGATE

Bob’s chart for college students

1. RADIO Landscape: Ezra Pound (“Hot” style, Assemblage) “Politics” (Last Gasp of
Gutenbergian Arts and Sciences)
Thomistic
Molecular
Einstein’s Relativity
Becoming Astral Body

2. TELEVISION Landscape: Wyndham Lewis (“Cool” style, Synaesthesia)
“Culture Wars” (Identity Crises on All Levels)
Zen interval
Atomic
Tetrad Management (Global Membrane)
Becoming TV Body

3. COMPUTER/SATELLITE Landscape: James Joyce (“Phatic” style, Co-enaesthesia)
"Sovereignty Wars” (Political Correctness vs. Autonomy)
Passive-Aggressive
Subatomic
Pentad Management (Android Meme)
Becoming Chip Body

4. iON’s Landscape: iON’s Cloned ESP (quadrophrenia)
“War in Heaven” (see iON’s unique exegesis of the Book of Revelation - King James
Version)
Holeopathic Retrievals
Ascension Disease
Hexadic Management (Time-Dependent Density-Functional Theory)
Becoming Tech Body

Landscapes becoming bodies.


